Readium 2
Tool Description
Readium R2 is a eBook reader. It can read both the norms epub 2 and epub 3. It
proposes some features that are very interesting for Dys people.
Readium 2 has been developed by EDRLAB, an “international, non-profit development
laboratory, working on the deployment of an open, interoperable and accessible digital
publishing ecosystem in Europe.”

What is the challenge the tool can solve?
Dyslexic people see the alphabet letters in 3D.
For them, text rows easily overlap, letters are viewed upside down, some words are
mistaken for others.
All of that makes reading a difficult and exhausting tasks for dyslexic children but also for
dyspraxic children who experiment difficulties focusing their eyes on the right place on the
page, for instance.

What are the benefits for Dys persons?
R2 Reader proposes some features that make dyslexic people’s life easier.
It is a well known fact that dys people have difficulties reading a justified text (which is a
text which edges are aligned both on the right and left border of a page). They also need
a bigger space between rows and betweens letters on a page.
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R2 proposes such features. The reader can manually adjust:
the size of the margins
the justification of the text (left instead of justified)
the space between rows
the space between letters
Moreover, R2 proposes the OpenDyslexia font, especially adapted for dyslexic readers.

Example of use in daily life
Many specialised readers for dyslexic persons don’t include epub2 and
even less epub3 formats.
Readium 2 allows those persons to read a eBook with specific adaptations for dys
people.
Here are three screenshots of the two first pages of Thea von Harbou’s “Metropolis”,
which is the script of the Fritz Lang’s movie of the same title.
First screenshot: Standard display, justified text:
The text is ironed on both sides, right and left, which is called “justified”. The small
spacing between words and letters, the weak row height, all those features make those
pages particularly difficult to read for dys persons.
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Second screenshot: Same text, with bigger margins, augmented space between
rows, words and letters:

Third screenshot: Same pages with adapted margins, bigger spaces between rows,
words and letter, and use of the OpenDyslexic font type:

